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The effects of verbal and non-verbal parental
behavior on the self esteem of the child were explored by means of a
stratified random sampling of schools in a large metropolitan area in
Northeastern United States. A Parental Response Inventory was first
developed. This is a structured inventory consisting of 12 prepared
situations and a choice of four alternatives for each situation. Six
of the situations involve behavior of a positive nature, six of a
negative nature. This and other measures to assess verbal response
patterns of mothers and the self esteem of children yielded the
following results. A significant relationship exists between maternal
descriptiveness in negative situations and the self-esteem of the
child. Significant differences are observed between the inner city
black sample and suburban white sample. Measures to assess non-verbal
parental behavior and its effects on the self esteem of the child
indicate a significant relationship between maternal empathy,
genuineness, and positive regard toward the child and his level of
self esteem. Thus, another aspect of socio-cultural significance
related to child-rearing has been identified and measured. [Because
of the print quality of the original, this document will not be
clearly legible when reproduced.] (Author/JM)
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LaMENSIONS O MOTUER-COLD INTErihTICA

AS THEY AFFECT THE SELF ESTEEM OF TEE cam

Thomas W. MIllet

Rosary Hill College

The purpose of this investigation Willa to study the affects of verbal

rind non-verbal Tivrental habevioron the self esteem of the child. A z

measure of verbal bihavior, the verbal response patterns of the mother

was inveatiEsted. A dichotomy suggested by Cinott (1965) which involved

categorising verbal responses as bole; either descriptive or ovtduative

was utilised. As u measure of non-vorbal hehavior, the motheree alapatby,

genninen*sa, and positive rngard toward the child provided an eattaste of

her relationship with the child.

The approach advocated by Ginott derives largely from a Ragcrica

theoretical basis. According to Rogers (1951), growth forces are a part

of every individual, When the individual ie free to grow, the process of

eelf-aetualisation occurs. As tbis individual self develops and matures
*PM r..100W

within its own perceptuatfield, a need for positive regard from those

significant others in the life-space emerges. In the perceptual field of

the child, the family serves as the primary social unit. The parents,

within this family structure, act sass socializing agents in providing goals

and values from which the child develops various patterns of behavior.

Such behavioral patterns form the basis for interaction with others. In

turn, these behavior patterns elicit reactions in the form of verbal and/or

This article is adapted from a doctoral disssrtation submitted to the
Graduate School, State University of New York at Buffalo. The author would
like to acknowledge his appreciation to Marceline R, Jaques, chairman, and
to members of his committee, Jeremy Firm and LeRoy ford for their helpful
suggestions. his research was supported by Research 'oundatioe of State
University of New York Grant Po. 50-8890-F which waa sponsored in part by
National Science Foundation and National Defense Education Act.
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non-verbal resposea from tbc,!;e ,Ai.go1ficant other:4. Those respontses ssrve

as indicators to the child of who he is a'id hoar' others f::el aleut him.

The mote positive responsea Ty,envide input for a favorable concept of sylf

and result in self actuaUzation. The more negative the attitndl$e

feelings expressed t.1)rOugh the ;:espon5es of other;:, the mot* Incongruent

is the state of the and the lc!is likely are his chances of

nt'-aining if actualization.

Studies by Dittes and Capra (1962), nmberdo and Formica (193, And

Sampson 196:5) have ulI foun d that ago.functioning and devalopm4ant of the

self-concept le a function of parental appraisal of the child's behavior.

Studies by Zemlick and Watson (1953), Sawell, Musson, and Barris (1955),

and Rosenberg (1965) found that high selfes.taam is related to parental

acceptance. On the other hand, children with low self-estem were found

to have familial conditions which were characterized by a lack of respect

and worth toward the child, and a scarcity of guidance extended to the

child by the parents.

Ginott contends that the manner in which the parent responds verbally

to the child's behavior and/or verbalizations will significantly effect the

self esteem of the child. More specifically, the mere verbally descriptive

s parent is in responding to the child's behavior, the greater Iielihood

that the child will have high leveln of self eriteem. It is also suggested

that the more verbally judgmental a parent is in respond:Lag to a child's

behavior, the greater the liltelibood that tile child will have low levelp

of self esteem.

The rationale of this investigation was therefore bneeel or the concept-

ualization that differential response patterns of pnrente have an effect on



the selfestesm of the child. If thin relationabip is established, then

efforts can be mods to J. 1p parents and significant °theta in the child's

life, become aware of their manner of reel onse as It may be helpful or

it their rel.ItionaLlIp with the child.

Stntcment of rroblem

The first coacern is to determine if parcots who uw:: dp,scriptive

responses in responding to their child's behavior will have children with

higher self- esteem than those wh do not. The first hypothesis for testing

is:

HYPOTHESIS I: Parents who are more descriptive and less j'Agmental in
responding to the behavior and/or verbali7;attons of their
child will have children with higher self esteem than
parents who are more judgmental and less descriptive in
responding to the behavior and/or verbalizations of their
child.

The second question asked if the core conditions suggested by Rogers

(1957) are a part of the personality Component of the parent. If so, will

the child then have greater self-esteem than if they are not a part of the

personality component of the parent. This problem then is to determine if

the presence of the specific core conditions of empathy, genuineness, and

positive regard in the personality of the parent will reflect higher een-

esteem in the child. Here the hypothesis to be tested, the second hypotheeis

of the investigation, is:

HYPOTHESIS 2: ,?arents who are empathic, genuine, and possessing positive
regard will have children with higher saif esteem than those
parents who are lacking in empathy, gnninensAss and positive
regard.



Procedures

The experimental procedures for this investigation involved the

following stages in its implementation: (1) the development of the

Parental Response Inventory, (2) a preliminary inquiry and piles study

utilizing the Parental Response Inventory, (3) preliminary contact and

procedures related to the school bysteme involved and the sample eelected

(4) the administration of the Parental Response Inventory and the Relation-

ship Inventory --B (Bierman, 1967) to the mothers of the children selected;

and the administration of the Self-eateem Inventory (Cooperemith, 1960) to

the children, and (5) the scoring, computer analysis and interpretation of

the data collected.

The Parental Response Inventory is a structured Inventory consisting

of twelve prepared situations and a choice of four alternatives for each

situation. Six of the situations involve behavior of a positive nature

and six of the situations involve behavior of a negative nature.

The Self Esteem Inventory is a fifty-eight item inventory with five

subscales: general self, social self, home-parent, school-academic, and

an estimate of social desireability. This instrument is based on the

Rogers' and Dymond Scale (1954) and was modified for use with children by

Coopersmith (1960).

The Relationship Inventory-B: Parent-toward-child fora is a thirty

.item inventory gathered and adapted to form this experimental research

questionnaire for use with parents to assess affective and empathic reactions

in family interaction.
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An avalysic of the data utilized the multiple correlation, multiple

regression, and mulrivarianc analysis of variance models using, the NYUKUL

Multivariance ccmputer progriM (Finn, 1968), In tasting the hypoth$nis, the

independent variable 1,!ss the score obtained on the Parental Responau Inventory

and the dependent variable was the score obtained on the Solf Bateem Inventory,

A 2X2 sea by race analysis of variance was computed to test for the menu

difforances betveeu the inner city and the suburbsn samples,

Data Sources

The settin g for this study involved the selection of subjects from a

random selection of schools its a large metropolitan school s3 stem and five

suburban school districts in Northeastern United States, S. 1970 Cenaus:

pop. 1,103, 813). The subjects consisted of two hundred and three eighth

grade level children and their mothers. Represented were a wide range of

educational, social and ethnic backgrounds. All participation was made on

a voluntary basis.

Results

The data confirmed the relationship between maternal descriptiveness

in negative situations and the self esteem of the child for inner city

males and females only. Correlation coefficients were positive, substantial,

and in the predicted direction.

Insert Table I here

The results suggest that the more descriptive the parent, the greater the

self esteem of the child. Conversely, the more ludgnental the parent the

lover the self esteem of the child.
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A ax; *Am b.; rozp snalyoin of varlenc,p for bc'th the black inrter city

ample rod whi. !uburban saxlpio yielded ri5 univaziate r ratios

fcr thQ 'zip iv effect of race .:11 mett:rnel descriptivenen in negative sitwstivas.

Iuvart Table I/ hart

.10. OM gut.

The mein offecL of race in confottaded by the all black inner city

,7;umple and the all white uburben samplo in that race also represents socio-

cultural stratification level. Because of thia complete confounding of

race and stratification, the overall significant differences reprosants the

differences between lower class inner city blacks and middle and upper

middle class suburban whites.

In Hypothesis II, the overall test of relationehip betyeen the maternal

relationship with the child and the child's self *steam is sirmificant

(.172.61, with dfr412,394, p Pound to be significant are correlation

coefficients between maternal empathy toward the child and the child's self

esteem (rsg.16, p < .05); the maternal genuineness toward the child and the

child's self esteem (r.u.19, p 4 .05) and the maternal positive regard toward

the child and the child's self euteaa (r=8.27, p < .05) .

Conclusions

In considering the reeults obtained, the question of cultural difference

is raised. The finding from demograpMc data obtained on the sample that in

better than fifty percent of the inner city hc,mes the mother was considercd

to be the head of the household. sumyezta that mother's role may have a aig-

nificent effect on how she. responds and waboeqaertly nn he this affects the

level of self esteem of the child. there motlier is celled upon to assime
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the role of both dizciplinrtas end nurturant parent, the rcaulting effect

of heir response to th child may affect h1 self image negatively. The noted

significant mean differences Wetween the inner cicy Illack sample .::(1d the

suburban white sample addo to the support 0. this coneution. Mothers in

the auburbs were found to nave shred respowiihility of child-rearing trith

the fathers and therefore this multiplicity of roles was ant auparent.

Likewise, for the suburban sample the significant effslet of pz;reutAl verel

response of the mother on the self esteem of the child ,Tas not reelizef%

The level of empathy, genuineness, and positive regard of Cle ;3.other

toward her child is found to be significantly related to the genral self

image end social self image. of the child. The resuae obtained are in tbn

predicted direction thereby indicating that ,;l re maternal empathy, genuine-

ness, and positive regard are high, the child's self eiAsem 14 also highsr

than vhere maternal empathy, genuineness, and NIsitive regard are found to

be low. Mothers in this sample showad,greater empathy, genuineness, and

positive regard toward their daughters than toward their sone. Consistent

with this finding is the fact that girla have slightly higher levels of

overall self-esteem than do boys.

The study has measured and identified another aspect of socia-cultural

significance related to child-reerinz. Essentially. ::ht degreo;, 3f maternal

descriptiveness in negative situations significantly afj:'ectck the oelf esteem

of the child for inner city children only. It elarifia3 vcrme of th* theo-

retical beliefs that parental descriptivnues offect,,1 t;:,e rielf ef,,oecm of

the child regardless of the situation and ..r.r:]1,:,,nkr, of

conditions. It highlights the need for furtl!er 711-13L4.az, Into these

variables, refinement of the measures need, end grcutr control !.:1 studying

these effects.
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Table I

Means, Standard Deviations and Correlation Matrices for Subseales of the
Parental Response Inventory and Sell. Esteem Inventory for Inner City Sa:Itple.

Males and Females (N=35)

Positive
Situations

Negative
Situations

Total

+yraa,...yon N 11.97 9.31 21.29
S.D. 3.02 3.07 4.76

General Self 15.31 4.56 .04 .50* .35*
Social Self 5.31 2.07 .15 .62* .52*

HomeParent 4.23. 2.64 .13 .52* .41*
SchoolAcademie 3.69 1.86 .04 .39* .28*
Total 28.46 9.26 .10 .63* .47*

*p .6.05
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Analyais of Variance for the Effects of Sex and RiAcc ou
ii ti thc S.1f Estc.c11 of the Ck:ild. for Tnnrr City and Suburban Samples.

-
0 Fo.t128)

:,ex Poitive Situatioas 21..74 3.42
Negative Situations 17.05 1.94

General Self 16.14 .4n

Social Self 14.88 3.71.

Home-r-arente 1.53 .2)

Se,..aool-Academic 2.52 .56

Race Eliminating Positive Situations
......_ ..........

3.15 .44

Se- Negative Situations 155.62 17.84*

General if 278.16 6.97*
Social Self 8.34 2.10
Uome-Parents 46.51
School 2.26

Intera ction Positive Situ.ionsAt
_

1.99
.

.18

Negative Situations 11.30 1.29

General Self 17.87 .44

Social Self 7.31 1.84

Home-Parents 4.05 .77

School-Acadenic 1.54 .39

............. -----

*p 4.05
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